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ABSTRACT
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The impulse to make work from the residue of real life has
been called many things throughout art history. In my thesis, I use
some of these methods to discuss generative modes of creating
work. I talk about Lucy Lippard’s proposal for a “way of making,”
Disidentification, Camp, Appropriation, Termite Art, and Hito
Steyerl’s call to create art that addresses the present in imaginative
ways. Each process relies on a commitment to being in the world
and building something on its uneven ground.
In Liary I discuss the relationship between my drawing
practice and fiction writing. Since subjectivity is dependent on
one’s experience with gender, class, race, and sexuality, drawing
from one’s life cannot create a universal experience or even an
accurate portrait of the artist. However, it can create valuable and
emotionally resonant fiction. I use Judith Butler’s idea of gender
performativity to talk about a conception of selfhood that consists
of both an internal view of oneself and the inescapable pressures
of one’s environment. In a world where nothing is a given, the
only thing that can ever be entirely true about a piece is the feeling
that the audience walks away with.
Finally, I talk about how I find content for my paintings
and specifically analyze the symbols in my piece, Smoke and
Mirrors (2020). I discuss the cognitive dissonances that serve as a
starting point for work and ways painting serves as a place to ask
philosophical questions about existence.
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SOMETHING COMES FROM
SOMETHING

5

Lately, I’ve been grateful for onions. When I was a
teenager, my dad taught me to cut them “properly” as he
did with New England manners and business proceedings.
His two crooked fingers, the ones which were chopped off
in a meat grinder and reattached when he was in his early
twenties, demonstrated how to make perfect little cubes.
Still, mine are always a little uneven.
During the six months that I lived in India, onions
were the basis for most of my meals. As a woman with a
foreigner’s grasp on proper behavior, I never felt safe going
to the market alone. I would hold on to Amanda’s waist and
go to the vegetable walla on her motorcycle. Sometimes it
would be the only time I left our studio in days. The walla
would hold the onions up before putting them in his
weighing basket. He would slowly pronounce “pyaaz” and
gesture towards the onions as he graciously taught us how
to ask for them in Hindi.
In quarantine, onions are a means of creating flavor
when the meat has run out, and you are too afraid to go to
the supermarket. As school shut down and the United
States closed, dried up skins lined the bottoms of cardboard
boxes as panicked customers walked quickly to the flour
section, where they hoped to find something to take home
with them.
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I’ve been boiling the skins in my kitchen, along with avocado
pits, and water from soaking black beans. I’ve been rusting nails
to make a mordant and folding muslin into shapes to soak in the
light pinks, oranges, yellows, browns, and blues created from the
tannin-rich waste. I’ve been dyeing embroidery thread and
gathering my charcoal. I’m determined to make something that
captures this quiet but emotional time alone in my house.
The impulse to make work from the residue of real life
has been called many things throughout art history, but they are
always generative ways of working. Lucy Lippard described the
transformation of trash into treasured objects as a literal practice
in her essay “Making Something from Nothing, Towards a
Definition of Women’s ‘Hobby’ Art.” In her piece, she describes
how women who were unable to realize their creative potential
due to institutionalized boundaries turned to craft practices to
express themselves. She explains ways an artist could draw on
the spirit of crafters to expand on arbitrary hierarchies created by
the fine art world of the 1970’s concluding that:
It seems all too likely that only in a feminist art world will
there be a chance for the “fine” arts, the “minor” arts, “crafts,”
and hobby circuits to meet and develop an art of making...”
(Lippard 1984, pg 105)
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Seeming Wonderful (2020), 38"x 28", Natural Dye, Embroidery
Thread, and Acrylic on Muslin.
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Trick Mirror(2020), 38"x 28", Natural dye, Embroidery Thread, Bleach and Acrylic on
Muslin.
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Susan Sontag gave us her interpretation of camp as
"... love of the unnatural: of artifice and exaggeration." (Sontag
1964, pg 1) Eve Sedgewick expanded the term from an aesthetic
description to a strategy. She proposed that camp is a
"reparative" (Sedgewick 2002, pg 150) way of creating. Camp
uses the love of the world as a starting point to turn under
appreciated tidbits into sumptuous cultural experiences. Both
scholars encouraged taking a love of pop culture and strange
histories and making them into visually engaging work.
The Pattern and Decoration movement drew on ideas
taught by Amy Goldin, who believed that art should look
towards the world and history for inspiration (Swartz 2019,
para). They looked to cultural workers (often women and people
of color) who worked to create ornament, textiles, and
decoration as an expansion of the art historical canon. They
employed appropriation as a tool to make work that refused a
singular, western, and patriarchal narrative of art history(Jaudon
1978, para).
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The Queer theorist José Munoz offered his definition of
disidentification, which describes the way minority subjects may
see themselves in something that wasn’t created from their
perspective. He explains how this recognition can reveal spaces
where an artist could create something new. He describes a
method by which one can re-purpose the things they disidentify
with to transform them into something which does actually
reflect their experience (Munoz 1994, para 1- 34)
In Helen Molesworth’s essay “One Day At A Time” she
describes Manny Farber’s idea of “Termite Art,” which he
defined as “journeying in which the artist seems to be ingesting
both the material of his art and the outside world through
horizontal coverage.” (Farber 1962) Molesworth expands on his
term and encourages artists to make work within the realm of
one’s reality as a means of connecting to a universe that is
bigger than themselves. She validates the power of “both
observing and being in the world.” (Molesworth 2019)
I believe in all these methods. They rely on a
commitment to being in the world and building something on its
uneven ground. With these tools, I hope I can make something
that takes from enough sources that it feels new. I hope to make
work that seems like it could only be made by myself but is also
attuned enough to the present to eventually join the zeitgeist of
being a person in the United States during the time I am
privileged enough to occupy it.
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Influences 2020), 38"x 28", Natural dye and
Acrylic on Muslin.

Insomnia 2020), 38"x 28", Natural dye and
Acrylic on Muslin.
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5 O'Clock (2020), 38"x 28", Natural dye, Bleach, and Acrylic on Muslin.
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In my recent work, I’ve been disidentifying with
Dekooning’s tortured and angry women, appropriating ancient
dyeing techniques, and using something as camp as tie-dye and
optical illusions to speak to being stuck at home. I’ve been
creating paintings with textile methods that link me to
generations of anonymous cultural workers. Above all, I'm
trying to stay present and meet each day as it comes.
These thoughts do not always fit together perfectly into
one painting. It’s impossible to encapsulate a life in a single
image or to capture the experience of a time period from one
person’s point of view. However, if enough artists feel free
enough to employ these strategies, one will eventually be able to
encounter the subjectivity of various people as they relate to a
moment in time. These strategies will provide a path toward an
alternative history of art, one that refuses the idea of god-given
genius but instead encourages the enthusiastic scholar, the
collector of experiences, and the feeler of emotions to make
them available to expand one’s understanding of the infinite
ways to be human.
With these tools, the artist can take the continually
shifting realities of living and define them in potentially
beautiful, solid, real objects. This act shows us that the world is
made from realities that exist and solutions that do not exist yet.
Creating something from what you have to work with, whether
that's as extreme as trauma or just another strange day as a
human being, is ultimately an act of hope.
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LIARY
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Since being in quarantine, my living room has become
filled with drawings of people who look vaguely like me, my
mother, and my boyfriend. Looking at these images, you might
think I haven’t slept for weeks, I’m an alcoholic, or I’m in love,
but I am an incredibly unreliable narrator. Since subjectivity is
dependent on one’s experience with gender, class, race, and
sexuality, drawing from one’s life cannot create a universal
experience or even an accurate portrait of the artist. However, it
can create extremely valuable and emotionally resonant fiction.
Judith Butler insisted that gender is performative— in
other terms, created and observable to others as a series of
effects. The way we speak, dress, hold our bodies, even the way
we take up space compounds to make the impression of a type
of identity. These actions create an illusion that is interpreted by
viewers through their experience with popular culture, history,
class, and race. It’s a phenomenon that’s reproduced constantly,
adjusted through variations, and therefore subject to change over
time and under different societal pressures. While one’s gender,
possessions, and fashions can be expressive of one’s perceived
identity, the way you appear on the outside is ultimately an
unstable measure of one’s actual constitution as “there is nothing
about a binary gender system that is a given” (Butler 1990, 531)
Butler’s definition is a conception of selfhood that
consists of both an internal idea of oneself and the inescapable
pressures of one’s environment. It gives humans some agency in
acknowledging that one can change as one is exposed to new
things. Like most humans, I’m reflexive to my environment. The
news, people I run into, spaces I occupy, and stories I read all
find their way into the work.
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The news I listen to every day, the people I run into, the objects
I surround myself with, the art I engage with, the ways I was
raised, the books read, and the shows I have seen all find their
way into my work.
In a world where nothing is a given, engaging with art
becomes one of the few ways I can attempt to know myself in
relationship to others. My self is a constantly changing entity
and not entirely up to me to define. But when I look back at my
drawings, I can see a historical version of who I was. The things
I exaggerate, the things I leave out, all compound to make a
“Liary”— or a more exciting record of living as a specific
person at a particular time.
The term “Liary” was brought to my attention by
Professor Joon Lee while I was getting my undergraduate
degree. According to Joon’s course description, “Liary”
references “the seven volumes of Anais Nin’s diaries, which,
upon their publication, were denounced by Nin’s friends as utter
fiction.” (Lee 2019) In the class, we created fiction using the
specificity of one's own life as a starting point. We were
encouraged to develop a daily writing practice that would be
compelling enough for others to want to read. I continued this
practice in visual form throughout the rest of my early twenties
in hopes of accumulating evidence of a life lived with a full
range of emotion.
Carrie Lambert-Beatty might call this practice
Parafiction—when “real and/or imaginary personages and
stories intersect with the world as it is being lived” and they are
to some degree “experienced as fact.” (Lambert-Beatty 2009,
54).
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In Parafiction, the emotion or connection that the viewer walks
away with is the only part of the practice that can ever be
entirely true.
Hito Steyerl does Parafiction incredibly well. She created
her piece How Not To Be Seen: A fucking didactic. .MOV File
(2013) after her friend Andrea disappeared. She starts with a
painful emotional experience, which is never literally talked
about in the piece, and then uses it as a catalyst for research. Her
video uses humor to engage the viewer in learning a myriad of
ways they could make themselves invisible to a state apparatus.
Of her practice, she writes:
….one of the main questions for me, is in the genre of dealing
with real-life: how to deal with it formally. There is a standard
set of formal expressions that are used in traditional
journalism. And some of them are really necessary, like factchecking. But my conviction is that now more than ever, real
life is much stranger than any fiction one could imagine. So
somehow the forms of reporting have to become crazier and
stranger, too. Otherwise, they are not going to be
documentary enough, they are not going to live up to what’s
happening. (Steyerl 2009)
This method of taking a real-life and then twisting it into
fiction has also been employed expertly by Catherine Murphy.
Her work is painted from life and edited for what she calls
“clarity” (Samet 2014). She meticulously frames her reality to
give emotional resonance to things that could otherwise feel
mundane.
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Attention Economy (2020) 16" x 12"Acrylic on Okawara Paper
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In her piece View From the Business School Murphy painted a
building that looks like an ivy league library as decoration on a
delft dinner plate. It is the type of dish frequently found in New
England kitchens and yard sales as they used to be handed out
for free in grocery stores after the 1976 bicentennial (Finklestein
2017). The title positions the viewer so that the View from the
Business School is the position of someone looking at a dinner
plate.The result is uncanny, irreverent, and, most importantly, it
forces the viewer for a moment to hold a position they might
have otherwise never attempted to understand. When I look at
the piece I see the complicated position of someone who is
drawn to a traditional ideas of beauty and also trapped by them. I
think of Virginia Woolf 's anger as she describes the library she
is not allowed to enter in A Room Of One's Own and how she
continues to write her book despite never being let in (Woolf
1929).
Margaret Atwood created the world of her Handmaid’s
Tale by finding real instances of violence and power used
against women. She wanted to make sure everything she used in
her book had already happened, and the technology already
existed. She hoped that people would feel the horror that her plot
was plausible and that it couldn’t be written off as just being
from her twisted imagination. It seems like her interest came
from the general distrust of society that comes with the clarity of
feminism. She wanted to make the violence sensory and escapist
so that her audience would continue through the pain and read to
the end (Lang 2019,para).
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Untitled(2020)12"x 9" Charcoal and Sharpie on Paper
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Like Mother Like Daughter (2020) 16" x 12" Acrylic on Okawara Paper
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Brooklyn (2018) 11"x14" Charcoal on Paper
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In Zadie Smith’s essay "Fascinated to Presume: In
Defense of Fiction" she describes the feeling of being connected
to fictional characters based on emotion even if she couldn’t
fully or correctly empathize with their experiences, she writes:
I’d never had a friend die of consumption or been raped by
my father or lived in Trinidad or the Deep South or the
nineteenth century. But I’d been sad and lost, sometimes
desperate, often confused. It was on the basis of such flimsy
emotional clues that I found myself feeling with these
imaginary strangers: feeling with them, for them, alongside
them and through them, extrapolating from my own emotions,
which, though strikingly minor when compared to the high
dramas of fiction, still bore some relation to them, as all
human feelings do. The voices of characters joined the ranks
of all the other voices inside me, serving to make the idea of
my “own voice” indistinct. Or maybe it’s better to say: I’ve
never believed myself to have a voice entirely separate from
the many voices I hear, read, and internalize every day.
(SMITH 2019)
Like Zadie Smith, I am continually searching for “flimsy
emotional clues” and ways to connect to other peoples stories. I
am regularly moved to tears while reading fiction, listening to
podcasts, listening to the news, talking to other people, and
when watching reality television. When I experience a
connection to other peoples emotions, no matter how different
they are from my own or if they are entirely make-believe, it
always feels like a gift.
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Women’s fiction is usually separated from serious
writing. Pink covers with devastating stories are more likely to
find themselves in beach chairs than in an academic’s hands.
Enlightening stories told from the first-person point of view are
marketed towards just half of the population. I’ve always
downplayed my love of these books as a “special treat”, or a
“nice break” but they have more of an effect on me than a lot of
great art. I want to make work that can harness what the best of
these fictions provide, a means of pleasure, escape, vivid details,
a female point of view, and an acknowledgment of contradictory
emotional experiences that face many people—emotions, which
are neither as simple as joy nor as reductive as trauma.

Images on next page:
Top Left: Fine (2020) 12"x 9" Sharpie on Sketchbook Paper
Top Right: Tequila (2020) 12"x 9" Sharpie on Sketchbook Paper
Bottom Left: Lightweight (2020) 12"x 9" Sharpie on Sketchbook Paper
Bottom Right:Research (2020) 12"x 9" Sharpie on Sketchbook Paper
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After her yearly visit to her psychic, my mother knows
that the conclusion will be adequate. I’m forced to understand
that her wedding rings will not appear in local pawn shops, and
her money will not return to her savings. Her desire to buy a
small handgun to keep next to her bed will linger in her stomach
with the bottles of organic chardonnay.
The man she lived with for nine years is hiding in
Florida. He tells the police that she is crazy. He says she was in
love with him and bitter that he left her. Supposedly she let him
withdraw the money. They lived together, after all. I realize the
police, believe him, and think that she is crazy too. They see that
she is over fifty years old, and believe that older divorced
women are desperate. Surely, this attractive man’s death threats
aren’t as dangerous as she is making them seem.
This period of our lives concludes adequately. My mom
survives and falls in love again. She moves into a tiny white
house on a lake. We both hold on to a furious part of ourselves
that makes it hard to trust new people. I blame myself for being
fooled by the $100 bills he slipped into Hallmark birthday cards.
I question why I thought there was any authority in his
Patagonia fleeces or his vineyard vines pants. How could a golf
obsession hide that he was emotionally abusing and stealing
from my mother? How could I be so naive?
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Seeming wonderful is a common aspiration in the United
States. News stories of people’s ability and lack thereof to “fake
it till they make it” are pervasive. Anna “Delvy” Sorokin
tricked her friend out of $70,000 by pretending to be an heiress
(Deloache Williams 2019). She is considered a hero by some for
her nerve. Elizabeth Holmes convinced Silicon Valley investors
to pour millions of dollars into her blood-testing company
Theranos, which materialized little more than motivational
speeches and a prison sentence for fraud (Jarvis 2019). Caroline
Calloway became an internet sensation for securing a book deal
based on her Instagram following (a following which she
bought). She proceeded to blow through her advance of
$100,000 on Adderall, clothing, and expensive furniture.
Ultimately she failed to meet any deadlines and was dropped by
her publisher (Beach 2019). She has since re-branded herself as
a “scammer,” ironically offering creativity workshops in her
Williamsburg apartment for $165 per person.
These people, despite their very public downfalls (or
more likely because of them), have all been able to sell their life
rights to filmmakers, television writers, and publishers. They
have achieved fame and, in many cases, the fortune that drove
their questionable choices in the first place. Many Americans are
obsessed with their stories (myself included). So is this the
American Dream? If this duplicity is something to be revered,
how can we ever know each other? How can anything be true?
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Chick Lit's Precariat (2019) 40" x 56" Oil and Acrylic on Canvas
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CBD Crystal Healing (2019) 16" x 12" Oil,
Spray Paint, and Cold wax on Canvas
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In Jia Tolentino’s book Trick Mirror, she describes being
constantly “confused” (Tolentino 2019, 00:02:00) and how it is
impossible to live as a millennial in the United States without
accommodating something unethical for survival or comfort.
She describes the way “hustle” and “scamming” have become
essential American values (Tolentino 2019, 1:19:47). In a
country without social safety nets, everyone lives with
underlying anxiety and a feeling of precariousness despite how
well off they may be.
Rosalind Gill might explain Tolentino’s confusion and
my own naiveté with her studies of Post-feminist media. She has
built off of Angela McRobbie's ideas and written extensively on
ways that women’s agency has been tied to consumerism and
traditional neoliberal values (hard work, perpetual optimization,
upward mobility, being a good mom) through popular media
(Gill 2007). This relationship has inadvertently allowed ideas of
women’s freedom to be tied to a conservative understanding of
the world, thus undermining feminism's goals. In Katherine
Sender’s book “The Makeover,” she explains the contradictory
feelings of pleasure that post-feminist media can provide. She
asserts that ultimately this media is not the reason for an
audience’s participation in traditional understandings of what is
normative. It is, instead, a reaction to a world that cannot
accommodate actual equality without structural upheaval.
(Sender 2012, 187)
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Cognitive dissonances are easy to find as a feminine
person living under neoliberal capitalism; Bragging about
vacation days but never being able to take any of them without
jeopardizing your job, buying things to try to fix how you are
feeling about your body, finding out the smartest girl from your
high school is working for an MLM, hearing how husbands wax
poetic about your body while they wait for their wives to join
them at the bar, loving to cook but knowing how many calories
are in everything you eat, being in love with someone but also
fearing you may trap yourself in the same life your mother had,
turning to spirituality when you cannot get health insurance, or
living with someone who buys you presents with money he has
stolen from you. Many of these contradictions have served as the
start of a painting.
Whenever I find these paradoxes, I write them down to
make them into paintings later. Sometimes I notice them when
something horrible happens, but most of the time it's more
subtle. They appear randomly, during dinner, when reading a
book, or when realizing the distance between my new
friendships and my old ones. I then use them as a catalyst to
research new imagery. I scour Pinterest, order lifestyle
magazines, screen shot television shows, and hunt for textiles
that will work together to create a dialog. I then collage them
together until I have a better understanding of my own
relationship to the contradictions.
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A Lot On My Plate (2020) 48' x 60' Oil on canvas
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Smoke and Mirrors (2020), like a lot of my paintings,
was started while thinking about the precariousness of existence.
Specifically, I wanted to process the ways everything in life can
start to feel like a facade or an illusion when you lose someone
who was pretending to be someone else. In the piece, thin layers
of blue paint recede into the background. Diffused marks
suggest an early 90’s shabby chic floral wallpaper like the one
that was next to the telephone in the house where I grew up.
Graphic “smoke” spews through the center of the piece guiding
your eye to the top edge. A Rubin Vase illusion depicts a
Fortuna allegory from the Uffizi. She is painted with her eyes
open-- a symbol that luck gets unevenly distributed. A leopard
print hitch knot breaks the perspectival logic of the image; it
could be unraveled with just a slight tug.
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Smoke and Mirrors (2020) 60" x 48" Spray Paint, Acrylic, and Oil
on Canvas
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Empty Promises (2020) 60" x 44" Oil and Acrylic on Canvas
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I started using Rubin vases because they are a multistable perception. First, you see a vessel, and then slowly, two
people facing each other are revealed. The two people are just
barely there—made from the negative space found between an
object and its environment. We perceive each image as its own
stable experience, but they will forever be dependent on the
outline of the other. It is difficult, possibly impossible, to see all
the interpretations of the image at the same time.
Throughout my life, I’ve built my identity both online
and in the real world, making it multi-stable. Those identities
have been shaped by the distance between the suburbs and the
city, by a religion I don’t believe in, by a desire to be part of
something bigger than myself, by neoliberalism, by misogyny,
by smart women, by cruel women, by race, by gender, by access
to a good education, by audiobooks, by love affairs, by a desire
to be loved, by a good job with a steady paycheck, by my
interactions with Chinese factories over email, by my
interactions with craftspeople while living in Jaipur, by waiting
tables on Christmas morning, by parties, by depression, by the
ways my relationships to strangers transforms when we talk
about art, by death, and by people seeming wonderful and only
sometimes being so.
.
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The ways we express our identities is an unstable
construction dependent on the aesthetics available for
consumption at any given time. Yet, when they come together,
an image is definitively formed. Studies of multi-stability in
perception show that every image may be interpreted in more
than one way and that all of those interpretations exist.
(Eagleman 923, 2001) For me, the Rubin Vase has become a
shorthand to acknowledge the complexity of existence. It’s a
stand-in for ways we are shaped by our surroundings and by
what we internalize.
Painting helps me to ask philosophical questions of my
existence spurred from the smallness of my life. For me,
paintings are a record of being, they are a place where my labor
cannot be rendered invisible, and they give me a chance to relate
to others without having to trust or even know them. I want to
attempt to understand the reality I occupy even if it is impossible
to see it all at once and from every point of view. Painting
transforms things that once seemed impossible to process and
turns them into a physical fact.
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